
ISLES OF SCILLY

A guide to sailing in this area, with lots of helpful information.
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Isles of Scilly

Twenty eight miles south west of Lands End We drive to Penzance and park 'BluTak' and
lies the archipelago of five inhabited and gear on her trailer at the quay, and leave the car
about one hundred uninhabited islands all at Avalon Garage where, for a small charge, it
within an area twelve miles by twelve miles. is kept secure for the holiday . Five minutes
Sparkling white beaches, crystal clear seas, walk back to the quay and we walk onboard
exotic plants, seals and basking sharks, gannets the Scillonian where 'BluTak' and trailer are
and puffins, prehistoric relics ...... craned onto the deck and securely lashed.

Three hours later we arrive at St. Mary's and
We prefer to get to the Isles of Scilly as 'BluTak' is unloaded onto the quay. Island
quickly as possible and our style is more Carriers take our luggage to our Chalet. We
Raban than Dye. We wouldn't get pleasure walk. In the evening when we have settled in
waiting for settled weather in Penzance - in we phone Island Carriers who deliver the boat
any case dreams including Runnelstone, Seven to Portmellon beach and we launch and sail the
Sisters, Wolf Rock would prevent sleep. For short distance back to the quay where she lies
the last three years I have made the jouney on a 'RIB' mooring. We are now safely
with Shirley my wife, Tessa and Kate my moored in the centre of the archipelago and
daughters, our Wayfarer 'BluTak', and of have the option to sail inside the sheltered
course our dog Timer on board the Scillonian waters or to make more adventurous passages
111. I could be tempted to make the return around the outside of the islands.

journey by Wayfarer given settled South
Westerlies

BluTak

BluTak (Wl 270) is an elderly ORP Mk I boat. each reef. With the topping lift (indispensable)
Safety is paramount and we have installed we can furl the jib and have two deep reefs in
foam buoyancy front and back (I don't trust the the main in less than five minutes. Bliss in
hatches or the deck to hull joint in a sea). The heavy weather plus she sails really well.
forehatch is in any case difficult to use and
there is lots of storage space under the seats. We have a I Olb plough anchor kept in a hole in
Flares are tied in a water proof container on a the floor padded with Karrimat with its 5
long string under the stem seats for easy access metres of chain and an old 45 metre 12mm
even after capsize. I have recently purchased a kemmantel climbing rope for warp. The elastic
self inflating gas operated 20 litre bag which climbing rope provides some give in the
will be raised to the mast top using a separate system and prevents snatch. The rope is kept
halyard to prevent inversion. It is of little use uncoiled in a stuffbag with the ends shackled
on the mainsail if reefed or the sail is lowered. to the chain and boat. I have refitted the
I hope it will provide the security to lower the foredeck cleat with a substantial plywood
sails before righting after capsize. I confess I backing piece epoxied under the foredeck to
have never capsized my Wayfarer (shock give security for anchoring and towing.
horror). I have however capsized and righted
lots of similarly sized boats and am familiar Charts are plastic encapsulated and live rolled
with the consequences of inversion in shallow up stuffed between the seat slats for easy
water (a bent mast and righting difficulties). access. The Silva 70UN compass is mounted

on the back of the centreboard case and
We use a furling jib and separate forestay with doubles as a hand bearing compass. A broken
a 150mm diameter plastic disc cut from a walking compass is used as a miniature Breton
yogurt carton above the top swivel to prevent plotter (much easier on your knee than the full
fouling. The jib is easier for children and size plotter).
single handed sailing and the genoa can cause
capsize if caught aback. The jib halyard is wire Camping gear and dry clothes are stored in dry
with a rope tail and the wire part terminates in bags under the seats and foredeck. This year I
a soft eye which is looped over an adjustable will purchase 'submersible' zip topped bags
highfield lever on the mast. The mainsail is from dry suit material said to double as
permanently roped for slab reefing including buoyancy and sized perfectly for the Wayfarer.
bungies for tidying the foot. Marks on the main A plastic box with canvas cover sits under the
halyard show where it should be eased to for foredeck and contains incidentals such as



sandwiches, thermos. It doubles as a large necessary it can be rewound. The throttle cable
bailer and is tied in. should be strapped to the tiller using a cable tie

which will prevent damage. Always check for
Built into the stern locker I have fastened a box cooling water flow after starting. All Seagulls
which is screwed to a batten epoxied to the may be modified from 10:1 to 25:1 Petrol/Oil
hog. It contains my 100% reliable Seagull 45+ Mixture by exchanging the carbouretor needle
(standard shaft) together with 5 litres of fuel, at a cost of approximately £12.
spares, tools, extension tiller, spare sail battens
(we are always losing them) and a rag to clean I once had a disaster with the mainsheet track
my hands. The £40 2.5 hp Seagull gives us 4 pulling out from the transom. It was very
knots when needed otherwise it is out of sight. difficult beating home in a high wind. I have
It is noisy and oily but totally reliable if since re-fixed it, however, as a back up I will
stripped and cleaned every year. The spares drill holes either side of the transom slot.
and manual are still available and maintenance Tubes will be epoxied into these and a line
is child's play. Care must be exercised with passed through them for use as a bridle if the
long hair near the fly wheel as a serious track ever pulls off again. The line will also be
scalping would be possible! An extension useful as stem mooring line attachment.
tiller (a tube or wooden dowel approx. one
metre long which slides into the handle) is A Whale Urchin hand pump is permanently
essential for comfortable motoring. With the mounted behind the flange forward of the
Seagull we can wander where we wish and not foreseat. It is pemmanently piped to a bulkhead
worry about getting home if the wind dies. We fitting in the hull to discharge overboard. The
sometimes find ourselves towing other inlet is a flexible pipe. This is only used if the
dinghies (including Wayfarers!) and the water is over the floor boards. A portable
Seagull performs sterling work. plastic stirrup pump is used to dry the bilges.

I am a great fan of the Seagull. They are so An ancient Avon dinghy called Elma - it has so
cheap that I have a spare engine which I have many patches - gives us transport to the
stripped for spares which always goes with me. mooring using the Seagull. I also have a Selva
They are so easy to work on with the minimum Tahita two man inflatable canoe purchased
of tools and the spares include plugs and leads, new in the USA for £95 - a lot cheaper tian the
coil, points, complete carburetor with line and UK if you have friends visiting.
fuel tap, throttle cable, filler cap, water
impeller. A spare mounting bracket and latch We always carry full sets of waterproofs on the
pins are always on the boat in case I drop them boat, nothing expensive just PVC dungarees
and two starting cords are pemianently looped and jackets. The one failing of the Wayfarer is
around the stem seat. The secret to starting is that in any sea a beat to windward can be very
to clean the stripped carburetor and tank out wet. Our border collie will tell how he loves
every year (30 minutes). Set the points and sailing and stretches out under the tiller on
plug gap every year (15 minutes). Ensure the most points of sailing but gentlemen and
HT lead, caps etc. are in good collies shouldn't sail to windward. He gets
condition. Always use new fuel - not last years soaked!
- and mix it accurately. If there are still
problems it is worth getting the coil tested. If

St. Mary's Harbour

St Mary's harbour encompasses the whole bay and parallel to the quay. The charge for these
from the pier end at Rat Island to Newford (you may have to share) are about £6 per day
Island. It is owned by the Duchy of Cornwall and they are ideal. It is advisable to contact the
and permission (and payment) is necessary Harbour Master before you arrive and book
from the Harbour Master. The harbour is busy one. The first years we went we didn't have a
with the Scillonian, passenger launches, the dinghy to travel the fifty metres and had to beg
lifeboat, fishing launches, local and visitors lifts. This wasn't satisfactory and resulted in
moorings for yachts. It is vulnerable to gales several lost sails especially in the evenings
from the North West and it would not be when there were few people around. I would
advisable - even if permission were granted - strongly recommend some form of small
to lie to your own anchor. There are a number tender or inflatable canoe. Due to the teaffic in
of 'RIB' moorings situated about fifty metres the harbour swimming is not recommended.
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The quay is extremely busy with passenger straight into the water. There are toilets and
launches and mooring alongside is not showers on the quay and it would be quite
recommended other than to pick crew up when feasible to sleep on board the Wayfarer on the
you should pick your place and be quick. mooring. The Met Office weather chart and
Launching is best carried out from Porthmellon synopsis is displayed in a case outside the
beach where the Sailing Club and School are Harbour Office.
sited. The Scillonian will not offload your boat

Facilities on St. Mary's

Hugh Town is the commercial centre of the canvas products including sails, covers, bags,
Scilly Islands. It is in reality a small village. As smocks etc. If I were wanting a boat tent or
well as tourist shops it has a bank with cash cover I would consider ordering one from them
machine, Post Office, chemist, restaurants, and then getting it fitted when I was there. All
pubs, launderette, library with intemet access, their covers look really good and well fitting. If
vetermy clinic and a small hospital. you don't have reefing points I'm sure they

would fit them and any necessary hardware.
Crime is almost unheard of so that it is
reasonable not to be worried about leaving Keith Buchanan who runs Rat Bags also runs
your boat unattended on the water or on the the Sailing School and a small boat yard where
shore. he can carry out repairs to dinghies. The

Sailing School is RYA recognised and offers
There is an excellent butchers and bakery, and sailing, windsurfing and kayaking instruction.
Co-Op which is open until 10pm. A variety of dinghies including Wayfarers are
There is a chandlers at the Isles of Scilly available for hire. Friends of ours have had
Steamship Company in the main street. sailing instruction which they thoroughly
South'ard Engineering on the quay supply enjoyed.

and service outboard engines. Rat Bags on Rat
Island at the end of the quay make traditional

The Weather

The Isles of Scilly, a name derived from Sulli tends to die in the evenings when a beautiful
meaning Sun Isles, enjoy a superb sunshine sail can be had or failing this a sail can be had
record. There is only a 9 Degree C difference in the sheltered harbour. New Grimsby Sound
between the average of the hottest and coldest is relatively sheltered with Tresco and Bryher
month. Because of this it has extraordinary and in a South Westerly is a short reach across
flora including the world famous Tresco St. Mary's Road.
gardens. The flower industry produce fields
full of wonderful blooms from November to A substantial swell can build up after gales mn
March which are exported to the mainland. the Atlantic but they are long and exciting
In the summer months it is 'shorts and T rather than dangerous.
shirts'.

Due to the lack of pollution and background
It can be windy. The Shipping Forecast always lights the view of the stars at night is
seems to add a force 'around exposed wonderful. The sea temperature tends to be on
headlands and the Isles of Scilly'. We usually the cool side although the water is so clear it is
seem to miss sailing one in three days due to impossible to resist swimming.
high winds although we don't leave in much
above Force 4. Last year we sailed every day. It

St. Mary's Boatman Association

St. Mary's Boatman Association is an the Association are huge open traditional
association of independently owned boats wooden launches some twenty metres long.
operating together and providing services to all They are one of the sights of Scilly. The
the main islands together with circular trips for Boatmen are all apprenticed in a long tradition
bird and seal watching. Many of the boats in of learning and examinations and their skil



and experience is legendary. To see them - sailors to go by launch and meet the sailors
maneuvering in the harbour when it is busy is a on an off island. In any case it is very good
sight to behold. For advice about the weather, way to learn the geography of the islands from
tidal streams, and where the seals are their a launch.
knowledge is second to none. However if you
want to be friends don't moor to the quay when Beware when following a launch as they have
they want to get in. They won't damage your a shallow draft and take short cuts as they
boat or shout but .... ! know every rock and sand bank!

If, like our family, everybody doesn't want to
sail every day it is very convenient for the non

Navigation

In 2000BC the islands were all one land mass Tidal streams are shown in the pilot as up to
and due to the sea rise the islands are now two knots however the times, speed and
effectively a series of flat topped granite direction can be irregular with much stronger
masses separated by shallow sea. Because of streams of say five knots around rocks and
the continuous pounding of the sea a huge headlands. Both the pilot and large scale chart
quantity of fine white sand has been created. give hourly stream information which is
This covers much of the sea bed and most of invaluable. Some of the entrances to the
the beaches. Granite rocks and reefs - most of sounds have tidal sets across them which can
which are well charted - are everywhere be easily checked by taking transits - there are
together with sand bars. Tidal range is approx. suitable rocks for transits everywhere!
five metres Springs and four metres Neaps. Remember tnss can be used on the bow or
High water is Dover + 6 hours. Before sailing stern.
I generally work the tidal height for each hour
using the 'rule of 12ths' . Before leaving for The usual common sense applies in the Scillies
the first few sails it is worth studying the chart for wind against tide when some sound
carefully as it is easy to get confused in the entrances will turn into races and overfalls.
sounds when all the rocks and islands seem to Plan carefully before going through any sound
merge into one. The charts and pilot are a offshore. There is no need to leave the
mass of leading lines which are pretty archipelago if the weather or tides are contrary.
straightforward. If the weather is settled it is wonderful to sail

around the outside of the islands - a real
There are few marks of much relevance to the adventure!
dinghy sailor except the marks showing the
entrance to New Grimsby Sound and the If making the popular trip to St. Agnes and the
'Chinks'. These are worth understanding and Turks Head beware that the North West of St.
identifying if it is near low water. Crow Rock Mary's Sound near to Bartholomews ledge can
is an obvious and useful mark in St. Mary's be wild on the ebb when all the tidal streams
Road. seem to meet and create a confused sea. If

caught in it, it doesn't take long to get through
When identifying rocks and islands it is worth but you'll be wet! I've been told that this is
remembering that the heights are given on the probably the roughest part of the sea within the
chart and that height differences are an obvious archipelago. In normal weather it is a very
feature when trying to establish which is pleasant sail.
which.

A compass and chart are essential in case of
Navigation is fin and good practice. If you are fog. Navigation can be carried out by sight in
in weed there are almost certainly rocks most of the area but there have been many
undemeath. If you can see the sand underneath occasions when we have been glad to check
don't panic, the sea is so clear that it is our whereabouts by compass.
probably a good few Metres beneath you Even
when it looks ankle deep there may be a couple We have sailed everywhere North of Annet
of metres under the boat. Always look for a and have Annet and the Westem Rocks yet to
way out if it appears to be getting shallow and explore. In settled weather we also want to sail
use the centreboard to gauge the depth. to Bishops Rock. In unsetted weather the

whole area of Broad Sound looks like a mass



of overfalls so we won't go there without camera shop has a laminator though it is not
consideration. big enough to laminate the whole chart - if you

don't laminate the chart it won't last long on a
Charts, tide tables for St Mary's and pilot Wayfarer!
books can all be purchased in Hugh Town. The

Anchorages

If you want to camp on your Wayfarer there are
many safe anchorages near to the islands both Wild fires are not allowed on the Scillies
wild and isolated or in the more popular without permission but I don't think this will
anchorages close to amenities. apply to small barbecues or camping stoves. In

any case, unlike the Scottish Islands there are
The main anchorages would be Porth Conger few midges so it is unnecessary to build huge,
on St. Agnes, New Grimsby or Old Grimsby smoky fires. Camping is not allowed either,
Harbours on Tresco, Green Bay on Bryher and other than on designated campsites so if you
Lower or Higher Town on St Martins. It is want to stay legal sleep on the boat
possible in all of these to anchor in sand where
you can dry out or stay afloat. It is important Since we don't take a tender we drop the crew
that you anchor clear of other moored boats with my clothes and a towel on shore and then
and keep well clear of the quays which are in I go back out and anchor. I then swim/wade
use constantly by the launches. If you take a ashore. All the anchorages other than St.
permanent mooring you will be unpopular as Mary's are safe for taking the plonge. We have
most of them are in use and the locals have a an old canvas Mk I boom tent which we roll
habit of turnig up at unexpected times for up and keep in a long bag alongside the
instance after a night on another island ! All centreboard case. It is held by shock cord
these islands have facilities including WC, under the boat when errected. 'Thermarest'
pubs, grocery stores so there is no need to load mattresses are very comfortable - to deflate I
the boat with cooking gear etc. if you prefer to suck the air out to get them back in the bag
'eat out'. easily. It is very spacious and secure with the

back seats removed although I have woken to
For Wild Anchorages suggestions would find dog and daughter curled up on the beach
include St. Helens Pool, the obvious bay due to my snoring!
between Little and Middle Arthur or Port
Hellick but due note should be taken of the
wind direction.

Safety

The lifeboat in St Mary's is one of the biggest mast head buoyancy, anchor, secure towing
and most up to date in the RNLI. If they have a cleat and flares. The Scillies used not to have
demonstration or invite you aboard it is good mobile phone coverage however it is now
fascinating. Due to the number of launches very good and Keith Buchanan advised us to
plying the waters with expert seaman however carry one in an 'aquapac' waterproof bag with
it does not get many serious outings within the his phone number pre-programmed. Keith sells
archipelago where it is usually beaten to it by a the 'aquapacs'. The sailing centre has a RIB
launch! The more usual role for the lifeboat is and if you were in serious trouble - not just
to sail into deeper waters or in weather which becalmed - I'm sure they would help.
we will most certainly not be sailing. The
launches which all have radar are a reassuring In all cases of assistance suitable recompense
sight when you are out and I have no doubt should be given as although they used to be a
would help if you were in serious trouble. population of shipwreckers they now rely on

you and me and are very busy.
As you've probably gathered we don't take
chances with safety with our foam buoyancy,



Accommodation

All the main islands offer bed & breakfast, have also had a flat in Hugh Town which was
hotels and self catering. In addition there are convenient but there was nowhere to lie in the
campsites with facilities. The accommodation sun or barbecue!
books very quickly - by January it can be
difficult to find anywhere for July/August. The campsite at St. Mary's is 10 minutes up a

hill on top of the Garrison and is quite large.
We have always gone self catering and go to a The campsites on the other islands are much

Chalet on a flower farm 3 minutes from the sea smaller and if you stay there your gear - and
and ten minutes from the quay on St. Mary's. It boat - can be delivered by launch from the
is quiet and has all the facilities we require to Scillonian. The dinghy will normally be towed
have a lazy time. We like to be close to the sea behind so you will need to launch it at St.
and the boat. The first year we had a chalet in Mary's.
the centre of the island and found it a hassle to
walk the 30 minutes to the quay or townL We

What to do if you don't want to go sailing
Buy a couple of baguettes etc. from the Co -
Op (they're delicious), pies from the bakers, Buy some exotic flower bulbs to take home for
take a book, suncream and swimming gear to your friends from one of the many flower
one of the many deserted sandy beaches and... farms

The coastal walks around all the islands are Arrange sailing lessons for your wife,children
stupendous and wonderful for planning sailing (or husband) at the Sailing School. Or try a
trips. Who could not enjoy taking a launch to Topper, Kayak or Windsurfer.
an island and walking around it followed by
tea in one of the cafes. Go snorkeling with the seals or on the coast.

Wet suits and all the equipment and training
In the evenings walk around the Garrison or are provided with no experience necessary.
over Pennennis Head. If you twist your ankle You can see grey seals, sea spiders, snakelocks
as my wife did last year the hospital is close to anemone and loads of wrasse - it's huge fun.
hand! For the experienced wreck diving is arranged.

Take a launch to St. Agnes in the evening for Play Golf!!!?
supper in the Turks Head .

Take a boat trip to the world famous gardens
Have a few beers in the Mermaid Inm - some of Tresco.
nights with live music. Remember to watch the
unforgettable setting sun over Samson from Go Shopping! Fashion at the Foredeck,
outside the door. You could play pool perfume at the perfumery, pictures at a number
downstairs and afterwards lose the children to of galleries.
the disco at Port Cressa.

Visit the museum which is perfect for a rainy
Enjoy coffee during the day or Gourmet food day and is excellent.
at night with views over the Roads at Juliet's
Garden. Go on any number of launch trips for seals,

birds etc. Visit the lifeboat station.
Hire a bike and cycle around St. Mary's - it
won't take you long as its only eight miles!



WUd Life

According to the Environmental Records rocks. Be careful not to have one falling off a
Centre there have been well over 400 species rock into the boat however - I'm sure its not
of birds recorded on the Isles of Scilly and it is impossible! Favourite haunts seem to be
famed for its richness and diversity. There is a around Scilly Rock, Maiden Bower, Great
strong resident population of seabirds such as Ganilly and Biggal Rock but you will see them
shags, cormorants and gulls. In the spring all over.
breeding colonies of puflins, manx shearwaters
and kittiwakes join them. Migrating wading One year we sailed within two metres of a
birds use the fresh water pools as a break on basking shark off St. Agnes and even Timer
their journeys. A popular guided launch trip our dog was agitated!
goes to the bird sanctuary of Annet and slide
shows are held in Hugh Town in the evenings. Scilly is a botanists paradise. As well as the

gardens of Tresco there is a huge perfusion of
In our case its the seals that we like. Take your diverse flowers around the islands with
Wayfarer to the Eastern Isles or around the species such as iris, lily and daffodil growing
West of Bryher at low tide. Seals everywhere wild.
swimming under the boat or sunbathing on

Gig Racing

The gigs from the Isles of Scilly are world traditional cutter from an adapted French
famous and it has been home to the World Gig design which is available for skippered trips
Championships. The gigs are clinker built and is one of the most beautiful boats on the
timber open boats approximately ten metres islands.
long with a one and a half metre beam powered
by six oarsman and a cox. Every island has at The gigs are now used for racing every
least one gig some of which were built in the Wednesday and Friday evening and you can
last century. Originally they were used as pilot follow the racing from a launch. The gigs - all
boats, and general transport duties between the brightly painted - are a wonderful spectacle
islands. They have also carried out some racing in most weathers some of which would
amazing rescue feats from wrecked ships in give you second thoughts before setting off in
atrocious weather. the Wayfarer. The racing is not just a tourist

spectacle but is taken extremely seriously with
Peter Martin at Portiloo on St Mary's builds very keen competition - witness the shouted
new gigs from elm planking sourced on the encouragement from the launches. Heaven
mainland in addition to carrying out repair help you if you wander onto the course in your
work and renovation. All his work is carried Wayfarer - I would certainly give the Mermaid
out in the traditional way and is fascinating to a miss that night!
see. He also built the Pettifox during 1992, a

The Round the Island Yacht Race

The Round the Island Yacht Race is an annual The race was really good fun despite Jeff
event at the end of July run by the Sailing Club Penhaligon the harbourmaster saying to me
to whom an entry fee is due. It is open to all that 'its always a bloody disaster and I'm going
classes of boat from Mirrors to 40 footers to the mainland for the weekend!'
including traditional craft, sailing gigs,
Pettifox, and of course you and I. I have sailed The start in the morning is off St. Mary's and
in it once when my youngest daughter was the course takes you around St. Mary's in a
helm. I did a lot of shouting despite which she clockwise direction finishing at Porth Conger
managed to finish about 10"' overall out of on St Agnes. Beer and pies are available at
some 70 boats winning the 'Jumbo Trophy?' the Turks Head after which the prize giving
(Kate is like a stick insect!) and a burgee for takes place. The boat crews are joined by
first lady helm overall and on handicap. (No people who have arrived by launch so everyone
we didn't use the Seagull!) joins in. Remember you may still need to sail

back to St. Mary's after all the pies!
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Getting to the Scillies

The A30 isjoined at Exeter from the motorway Ferry departure is at 0915 every day with the
system and is now a very good road. From return crossing leaving St. Mary's at 1630.
Exeter to Penzance is about 100 Miles. We
drive overnight from the Lake District and Travel from Penzance is with the Isles of Scilly
share the driving. In three trips we have had Steamship Company who provide not only the
three trailer tyre blowouts due to our trailer Ferry from Penzance but also Skybus flights to
tyres being too small and weak at speed. This St. Mary's airport from Lands End, Bristol,
year we will upgrade the trailer to incorporate Exeter, Plymouth and Newquay. We find the
Mini wheels and hubs. We always carry a flights a distraction on the islands but they are
spare wheel, bearings and a small jack - I'm very useful if someone wants to join later.
getting pretty slick at wheel changes but There is also a connection to the flights from
enoughs enough! the railway station at Penzance.



Costs

I thought it would be useful to give some 'indicative' prices based on our experiences from our last two
week holiday during July August 2000 which is the 'Standard Season'. Please don't hold me to them!

Travel by Ferry (Return Fares)
Adults £72 each
Children £36
Dog (Timer) £8
Wayfarer £180

Secure car parking at Penzance £2.50/day

Mooring in St. Mary's Harbour (RIB) £6 /day

Chalet St. Mary's £350 per week

Launch trip between islands (Return) £5
Launch trip sightseeing £7 - £12
(Child 'I, price dog SOP)

Sailing Centre
RYA Sailing Instruction £25/hour
Dinghy Hire (Topper etc) £48/day £135/week
Dayboat Hire (Wayfarer,Dabber etc) £65/day £200/week
Windsurfer £100 - £150/week
WindSafari (sail/kayak/windsurfibarbecue) £40/day

Bike Hire £6/day £35/week



Contacts

Isles of Scilly Tourist Information Centre Tel 01720 422536
www.simplyscilly.co.uk

Isles of Scilly Steamship Company Tel 0845 710 555
www.isiesofscilly-travel.co.uk

Isles of Scilly Sailing Centre Tel 01720 422060 & 423399
Rat Bags (Keith Buchanan) Tel 01720 422037

Harbour Master (Jeff Penhaligon) Tel 01720 422768

Useful Publications

Admiralty Charts
34 1:25000 Islands and approaches including tidal streams
883 1:12500 St. Mary's and Principal Off-Islands
Isles of Scilly Pilot (excellent inc colour) Robin Brandon Pub Imray
OS Explorer 20 1:25000 Isles of Scilly

From the Tourist Office
All manner of accomodation and tourist guides and:-
Standard Guide to Isles of Scilly (good)
Visitors Companion to the isles of Scilly (good)
Map & Guide to Exploring the Isles of Scilly (Excellent inc OS maps)
Yachtsmans Guide to Scilly by Norm
Tide tables for St. Mary's Harbour

Other Information

Anti capsize cushions Apwrox £100
20 or 40 litre inflates automatically when mast head hits water
Secumar (UK)
tel 01792 28 05 45
Web site www.secumar.com
Email secumar-uk@secumar.com

Submersible Dry Bags Airrox £75
Heavy-duty PVC with fully welded seams and dry suit zips
350mm wide x 320mm deep x 875 or 675mm long
Ravenspring
tel 01803 867092
Web site www.ravenspring.co.uk
Email salesgravenspring.co.uk

British Seaeull Snares and Manual
Seagull-Sheridan Boatyard
tel 01491 652755
(S/H engines jumbles, small ads,etc.)

Tahiti 2 Man Inflatable Kayak £100 USA
Heavy grade PVC 3.2 Metres long
Two main chambers include Boston Valves
This is not a toy!
Sevylor
Web site www.sevylor.com
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Books are to be returned on or before
the last date below
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